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1 Introduction
It is well known that customary a-models, i.e. two-derivative self-couplings
of scalar fields

S N = 0 = \ j<?x 9AB(4>) dm<t>Adm<f>» (1)

have a profound relationship with Ritmannian geometry, gA.B(<f>) being in-
terpreted as the metric tensor. In our language these are N = 0 a models.
Adding fermions and requiring supersymmetry leads to restrictions on the
metric that have been understood as the existence of complex structures
on the target manifolds. For instance, the target manifold of the N = 1 su-
persymmetric <7-models in four dimensions should be Kahler (one complex
structure) [lj, while for N = 2 supersymmetric a-models it is hyperKahler
(three complex structures) [2].

The aim of the present note is to show that four-dimensional TV = 2o-
models possess also a rather unexpected connection with symplectie geom-
etry and Hamiltonian mechanics. This connection is transparent in the
framework of harmonic superspace [3] only. The latter was invented to
give a manifestly supersymmetric construction of N = 2 D — 4 matter,
Yang-Mills and supergravity theories in terms of unconstrained superfields.
The essential ingredient of the harmonic superspace is the two-dimensional
sphere S2 = SU{2)A/U(1), considered as the coset space of N = 2 super-
symmetry automorphism group SU{2)\. As we shall see, this sphere plays
the prime Tole in the above mentioned connection. The Teason is that the
derivative with respect to it - the harmonic derivative - enters the a model
action linearly and, moreover, it is the only derivative there. Correspond-
ingly, a symplectie structure is inherent to JV = 2,.D = 4 a models. They
possess Poisson brackets, the equations of motion can be written down
using these brackets in the same manner as in Hamiltonian mechanics,etc.

The note is organized as follows. In the next section we review the
harmonic superspace structure of JV = 2 D = 4 cr-models. Sect. 3 is
devoted to establishing the relationship with Hamiltonian mechanics and
sect.4 contains concluding remarks.



2 N = 2 cT-models in harmonic superspace

As was shown in [4], [5] the general action for JV = 2 D = 4 supersymmetric
a-models is given by the following harmonic superspace expression1

, u ) i ? + v a + i:+4(?+,tx)i (2)

Here one integrates over the analytic superspace y4R4+I!4

= {x? = xm- 2tf'Vn*'uJu7), 9+ = 0> t , 91 = 0>+, uf}
(3)

which includes besides the ordinary superspace coordinates x and 6 the
two-dimensional sphere S2 = SU(2)^/U{1). The latter is parametrized by
isospinor spherical harmonics uf that are subjected to SU(2)A unitarity
and unimodularity conditions u+'ut~ = 1, u+* = u,~, t = 1,2 and are
defined modulo 17(1) transformations in accordance with their charges ±.
The superspace JRA+2\* is real with respect to a special involution —- that
combines the ordinary complex conjugation with antipodal map on S2:

The only derivative entering the Lagrangian in (2) is the covariant (un-
der the rigid N = 2 supersymmetry and SU(2)A ) harmonic derivative

= d++ - 2i6+ame+ dm (d++ = u+^=-) (5)

Note that it is real under ~ involution (4) and it appears only linearly;
these features will be very important in what follows.

Further, q+a = q+a{$,u) is a scalar superfield on AR*+2^4 representing
the principal JV = 2 matter multiplet called hypermultiplet. It carries U(l)
charge +1 and an even-dimensional index a — l ,2, . . . ,2n. the superfield
q+a can be considered as 2n- dimensional fundamental representation of a
symplectic group USp(n) with the following reality condition

xFor notations and details of harmonic superspace gee [3j.



fiBi being the invariant skewsymmetric Sp(n) tensor. {A single superfield
q+ can not be real: q = — q due to (4).However the superfield q+ and its
conjugate q+ can always be arranged in an SU(2) = USp{l) doublet; this
clearly generalizes to (6)).

On shell the hypermultiplet g+a describes An real scalar fields qxa(x) and
n Dirac fermions ^ ( z ) , x£(z) [6]:

?+8(f,«) = fl*(*K+ + «+aC(*) + »+<i^(x) + .. - (7)

while off shell it contains in addition to these physical fields an infinite
number of auxiliary fields hidden by . . . in (7). The origin of this infinite
tail is due to the higher powers of harmonics in the harmonic expansion on
S\

Finally, £+(q+
tu) and £+4(q+,u) are arbitrary functions 2 of their ar-

guments with U(l) charges +1 and +4 correspondingly. They are real in
the following sense

These functions are called hyperKahler potentials because the action (2)
results in the <r-model with a 4n-dimensional hyperKahler target manifold
after elimination of auxiliary fields. Moreover, as was shown in [4] by
direct solution to the hyperKahler geometry defining constraints, every
hyperKahler metric corresponds to some L+, £+ 4 .

Having described objects entering the action (2) we now turn to some of
its important properties. By straightforward varying the action one obtains
the following equations of motion

= D++£:-d-aL
+* ( 0 ; s ^ ) (9)

where
B-aLt-d;L+. (10)

It is clear that consistency of eq.{9) (i.e. solvability for D++q+) requires
the matrix C ab to be nondegenerate

det {£+) # 0. (11)
3 Strictly speaking ££ should satisfy to a natural nondegeneraey condition, see eq-ns

(10), (11).
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The action has two types of invariances commuting with supersymme-
try. First of all there is a reparametrization group which is characteristic
for a-models:

£'+4

Second, the Lagrangian in (2) can be shifted by a harmonic derivative
term D++A.++(q, u) with an arbitrary parameter A++(g, u) (hyperKahler
transformation)

t +< = tX D++q+a + £+4 + P + + A + + ,
(is)

£ = £+* + 5++A++. (14)

Further, the reparametrization group (13) can be used to gauge £,* in
an especially simple form

£t = \ti - £- = -nrf (is)

which is always possible (at least locally) due to (11). In this gauge the
action (2) takes the form

\ +4(?+,u)], (16)

equations of motion (9) read

£ + V = nahd;£+4 (17)
and the survived subgroup of (13),(14) is (infinitesimally)

q'+a = q+' + naid;p++(qtu)
r+ 4(g' ,u) = £+*(q,u) + d++p++(qtu). (18)

Finally, the isometries are those transformations (18) which do not
change the form of £+*, i.e.

+4 A = o
p + + . (19)



It is easy to check that on shell (i.e. when eq.(17) holds) the Killing equation
(19) is equivalent to superspace conservation law with the parameter p + +

as a supercurrent:
D++p++ = 0 (20)

Expanding p++ in B+
t 0

+ and harmonics and using (5) one finds, in partic-
ular, the conservation law for an ordinary vector current (it correspond to
an isometry of the ordinary cr-model resulting from (16)

dmP
m = 0. (21)

3 Hamiltonian mechanical analogy

Now we are in position to reveal an amusing analogy of the N = 2 D =
4 (7-modeI actions (2),(16) to the action of ordinary particle moving in
n-dimensional space:

Spart = fdt[Pk-x
k-H{p,xtt)} (22)

Here xk {k = 1,2,... , n) are the coordinates of the particle, p* are the
canonic ally conjugated momenta and H(p1x,t) is the Hamiltonian.

To make the analogy transparent one rewrites eq.(22) in a manifestly
symplectic notation s

f f t ) } (23)
where

* = ( 3 ) . <"="•'*=(»') (24)

Comparing eq-ns (23),(24) and (16),(17) one immediately observes that
the phase space coordinates qa(t) are analogous to the hypermultiplet super-
fields ̂ a (f,u), the Hamiltonian H(qtt) to hyperKahler potential L+4(q+,ti)

3See, for instance,|7)



and the time dependence in the classical mechanics is similar to the har-
monic dependence in the N = 2 supersymmetric a- models!

It is well-known that the Hamiltonian mechanics possesses a symplectic
structure. The latter manifests itself in the invariance of the first term
in (23) under real symplectic group Sp(n,R)t qa being considered as 2n-
dimensional real representation of this group and in the existence of the
Poisson brackets

{^(?,O,G(g,t)} = n«l*a4Fa8G. (25)
which allows one to write down equations of motion, conservation laws, etc.
in simple and suggestive way.

The N = 2 a-model counterpart of Sp(n,R) is USp(n) (6) and by
analogy we introduce the following Poisson brackets (carrying 17(1) charge
-2)

{F (q+
lu)1G(q\u)y- = naid;Fd;G. (26)

With their help we can rewrite the (T-model equations of motion (17), con-
servation laws (19), etc. in a Hamiltonian-like way

D++q+a = {^\ g + o } - , (27)

d++p++ + {L+\p++}-=0. (28)

The last equation can be compared with the conservation law for the par-
ticle

| L + { t f , / } = 0 . (29)

The mechanical analogy suggests us the composition law for supercur-
rents: given two conserved supercurrents Pi"+, p%+ •, one can find a third
one by means of Poisson brackets (26)

p 3
+ + =K + .pr}- - (so)

Further, in Hamiltonian mechanics of great importance is the group of
canonical transformations. This is a subgroup of general reparametrizations
in the phase space qa —• q'a{q,t) and of shifts of the Lagrangian in (23) by
total time derivative ^A(g,t), which preserves the p^j (or qa^f) structure
of the action:

(31)



The ff-model analog of this group is given by eq.(18).
Next remark concerns the "pure gauge" hyperKahler potential C% (2).

In symplectk geometry it acquires interpretation as a potential for the
closed nondegenerate two-form £oi(10)

The analogy between (one-dimensional) time and two-dimensional sphere
might seem rather surprising. On the sphere S2 there are two (covariant
under 51/(2)) derivatives

and two (covariant) differentials

w++ = u+trfut, w ~ = «-'(fu-. (34)

Though these objects are not real with respect to the ordinary complex
conjugation (e.g. w++ = w " ) , they are real with respect to the special
involution (4) and are one-dimensional in this sense. Note that the Hamil-
tonian H(p,x,t) is sometimes considered as a variable conjugated to the
time t (see, for instance, [7])

5p i r t = f[pdx - Hdt] (35)

In this very sense the hyperKahler potential £*4 is conjugated to the co-
variant differential w .

4 Remarks
Several comments are in order. First, the analogy found is not trivial. For
instance, JV = 1 D = 4 <r-mo dels [l]

8*=! = j (36)



possess both a closed two-form and Poisson brackets
d*K

G) (37)

but the Lagrangian in (36) contains no explicit derivatives and has not
"Hamiltonian" form in any sense.

Second, the above analogy can be straightforwardly generalized to quater-
nionic JV = 2 tr-models describing hypermultiplets in curved superspace
[5].

Third remark due to E.Ivanov concerns a relationship between symplec-
tic and Riemannian geometries. The scalar fields <fa(x) parametrizing the
Riemannian manifold emerge as the integrations constants while solving
Hamiltonian equations of motion (27) at 0 = 0 level.

Finally , we emphasize that in N = 2 supersymmetry the harmonic
derivative Z?++ plays an extraordinary role: the unconstrained N = 2
Yang-Mills and supergravity prepotentials are connections/vielbeins of this
derivative [3],[4]. Here we reveal yet another remarkable property of £>++.
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